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Nykona Sharrowkyn may be taken
as part of a Shattered Legions army
containing Raven Guard, Iron
Hands and/or Salamanders, or as
part of a Raven Guard army when
playing during or before the Istvaan
V massacre.

Unit Composition

● 1 (Unique)

Unit Type

● Infantry (Character)

Wargear

● Power armour
● Refractor field
● Bolt pistol
● Frag & Krak grenades

Special Rules

● Legiones Astartes
(Raven Guard)

● Support Officer
● Shadow Warden
● Independent Character

Options

● Nykona Sharrowkyn must take at least one of the following:
- Needler sniper rifle .............................................................+20 points
- The Sable Swords ................................................................+30 points

● Nykona Sharrowkyn may take a Jump pack .........................+20 points

Shadow Warden
Sharrowkyn was part of the elite body guard cadre of the Raven
Guard before the Heresy. Because of that, he is not only an able
hand to hand fighter, but also a highly skilled infiltrator and
marksman, capable of all sorts of covert operations.

Nykona Sharrowkyn may never be the army’s warlord.
When not detached to a unit, Nykona Sharrowkyn has the
Shrouded special rule. In addition, while on his own, after using
his Needler sniper rifle, he may attempt a Leadership check. If he
passes, he may immediately make a Run move.

The Sable Swords
Nykona Sharrowkyn carried two identical short swords made from
an otherwise unknown black material.

Range Str AP Type

The Sable Swords - User 3 Melee, Rending,
Duellist’s Edge,
Paired Weapons

Duellist’s Edge
When fighting in a Challenge, the user of this weapon gains a +1
bonus to their Initiative.

Paired Weapons
This weapon counts as two-handed and adds +1 to the users
attacks

Needler sniper rifle
Sharrowkyn is an excellent marksmen and his preferred weapon is
the rare sniper variant of the already uncommon needler as it does
not produce a muzzle flash.

Range Str AP Type

Needler sniper rifle
- Single shot 48“ 5 3 Heavy 1,

Aimed Shot,
Ignore Cover

- Burst 24“ 5 3 Rapid Fire

Aimed Shot
Using this weapon, Nykona Sharrowkyn performs Precision Shots
on a to hit roll of 4+ and his attacks are performed with AP2 on a
to wound roll of 4+.

According to his own
testimony, as soon as he was
able to walk, he was used as
a "salt boy," one of the
countless children sent
down the narrow tunnels
leading to Lycaeus' tidal
pools to harvest the
precious salt for the tool-
making factories' tempering
waters.
While visibly involved in the
later rebellion led by Corvus
Corax to rid Lycaeus of the
rule of the Tech-Guilds of
Kiavahr and the cruel
overseers that had been
oppressing Lycaeus'
population for centuries, it
is unknown which role
Sharrowkyn held within the
rebels' army. But his
extensive knowledge on
Corax's way of war seemed
to indicate that Sharrowkyn
must have been close to the
Primarch, or at least was
utilised as one of several
decoys that confused the
prison's guards.

During the Great Crusade
he served close to his
primarch and on the
dreadful day that was to be
known as the Istvaan V
massacre, he was amongst
the first wave of the loyalist
forces. As so many other he
was wounded early and
brought back to medicae
facilities.

His fate after this is hazy to
say the least, but he re
appears later on board of an
Iron Hands strike cruiser to
serve the Emperor among
his cousins of the X legion
for the remainder of the
Horus Heresy in many
daring operations.
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Nykona Sharrowkyn
The Shadowmaster, The Lone Raven
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